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It is a familiar philosophical idea, one that undoubtedly contains much truth, that experience
makes an essential contribution to contents of thoughts—that without a proper relationship to
experience, thought is empty. To isolate the truth contained in this idea we need to become
clearer on contents of thoughts and on the precise relationship of experience to these contents.
These are the goals of the present essay. The goals are large and distant, and I shall be satisfied if
I manage to take a few steps in the right direction.
We need to address a preliminary question before we embark on our project: how should
we conceive of thoughts? I suggest we follow the lead of Plato and Sellars and model thoughts as
inner speech (or inner writing or inner typing—it does not matter which). Let us take thoughts to
have logical structure analogous to that of out-loud sayings, and let us use the same logical
vocabulary for thinkings and sayings. So, we can classify certain thinkings and sayings as
suppositions; we can call their constituents terms; we can speak of these constituents as
expressing concepts and as denoting particulars or universals; and so on. We can move back and
forth between sayings and thinkings, and between constituents of sayings and constituents of
thinking. Points made for one will hold, mutatis mutandis, for the other.
It may be objected that the Plato-Sellars model is too intellectual, that it denies thought to
mute animals. Response: May be so, but my present project is intellectual. I am concerned to
understand the logic of empirical inquiry, an inquiry that is discursive. I want to understand such
things as what sorts of challenges are proper, what demands for justification are legitimate, and
what connections to experience are necessary for content. For this logical inquiry, the PlatoSellars model of thinking is, prima facie, a good starting point. By adopting the model, I am not
denying the possibility of a broader conception of thought, one not so closely tied to language.
Such a conception may well be desirable, even necessary, for certain inquiries. The present inquiry
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provides, however, no immediate reason to seek such a conception. We should not fritter away
our limited resources chasing a new model of thought when an older one will serve us just as well.
We can always revisit the old model if we encounter problems and we suspect the model to be a
contributing factor.

A. Conceptual Criticism

1. Men often, John Locke tells us, “set their Thoughts more on Words than Things” and “speak
several Words, no otherwise than Parrots do” (Essay, III.ii.7). This parroting of meaningless
words is, if not excusable, at least understandable. Words being superficially all similar, it is easy
to suppose that they must be meaningful simply because we use them in familiar constructions in
familiar ways.1 Superficial impressions can be misleading, however. Just as we critically assess
assertions and beliefs for truth and rationality, similarly we can (and should) critically examine
words and concepts for meaningfulness and rational legitimacy. This critical inquiry can be
expected to issue injunctions. Locke’s own injunction was this: “A Man should take care to use
no word without a signification, no Name without an Idea for which he makes it stand” (Essay,
III.xi.8).

2. David Hume follows Locke in his own pursuit of the critical inquiry, and he offers us a crisp
methodological maxim:

When we entertain, therefore, any suspicion, that a philosophical term is employed
without any meaning or idea (as is but too frequent), we need but enquire, from what
impression is that supposed idea derived? And if it be impossible to assign any, this will
serve to confirm our suspicion. (Enquiry, §2)

1

A terminological note. Philosophers associate a variety of items with words and
concepts: reference, signification, sense, character, idea, and so on. Some of these associations I
shall acknowledge and explain below. I reserve ‘meaning’ and ‘content’ to talk generally, and
sometimes intedeterminately, about these different associations.
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Hume’s maxim rests on a particular conception of thought and experience. “All the materials of
thinking,” Hume tells us, “are derived either from our outward or inward sentiment,” from what
Hume calls ‘impressions’. Thoughts and ideas are “copies of our impressions”; they are “less
forcible and lively” (Enquiry, §2). Hence, if we cannot find an original impression from which the
supposed meaning of a term is derived then we have reason to suspect that the term lacks any
meaning.
Hume’s conception of experience and thought is undoubtedly erroneous. Experience does
not acquaint us with, nor even necessarily presents us with, impressions. “Less forcible and lively”
copies of impressions may exist, but these are neither thoughts nor the primary concern of our
thoughts. Still, Hume is correct in the general shape in which he casts his critical maxim.
Experience is a foundation of meaning; thoughts and words gain content, in part at least, through
their relationship to experience; and a lack of proper relationship is ground for conceptual
criticism. The question before us is this: what are the mechanisms through which experience
endows language and thought with meaning?

3. Bertrand Russell’s views on experience and thought underwent large shifts through his long
philosophical career. Nevertheless, he remained firm on a principle that links the two. In his 1912
book, Problems of Philosophy, Russell formulated the principle thus: “every proposition which
we can understand must be composed wholly of constituents with which we are acquainted” (p.
58). Almost a half-century later, Russell reaffirmed his principle, but with some interesting
changes in formulation:

I have maintained a principle, which still seems to me completely valid, to the effect that, if
we understand what a sentence means, it must be composed entirely of words denoting
things with which we are acquainted or definable in terms of such words. It is perhaps
necessary to place some limitation upon this principle as regards logical words—e.g. or,
not, some, all.2

The new formulation speaks of sentences whereas the earlier one spoke of propositions. This
2

My Philosophical Development, p.169. This book was published in 1959.
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change is inessential in light of the background assumption (which I shall accept) that we
understand a sentence iff we understand the proposition the sentence expresses.3 The new
formulation is a little incautious, however. It neglects the possibility that the sentence may contain
context-sensitive words such as ‘I’ and ‘you’. But the problem is easily fixed: we should
understand the principle not to be about sentences but to be about particular uses of sentences.
The other change in formulation is in the qualification, tentatively put forward in the extract
above, concerning logical words. In 1912, Russell was happy to countenance acquaintance with
the meanings of logical words and to regard this acquaintance as a source of substantive
knowledge. Later, under the influence of Ludwig Wittgenstein, he abandoned this idea. He came
to believe that “logic consists wholly of tautologies.”4 If we bracket the issue of our knowledge of
logic, then we can formulate Russell’s principle as follows. Russell would have accepted this
formulation in 1912, I think, and also a half-century later.

Russell’s Principle. We understand what a sentence means (on an occasion of use) only if
all the words composing it either are logical words or are words denoting things with
which we are acquainted or are definable in terms of such words.5

Russell offered in 1912 an argument for his principle that too, I think, he would have accepted a
half-century later:

It is scarcely conceivable that we can make a judgement or entertain a supposition without
knowing what it is that we are judging or supposing about. We must attach some meaning
to the words we use, if we are to speak significantly and not utter mere noise; and the
meaning we attach to our words must be something with which we are acquainted.6
3

‘Iff’ abbreviates ‘if and only if’.

4

My Philosophical Development, p. 119.

5

Like Russell, I shall sometimes neglect the parenthetical qualification. Also, like Russell, I
shall take it that mathematics is subsumed by logic. This move is a reflection not of my considered
view but of a methodological stance: I am bracketing our knowledge of logic and mathematics.
6

Problems of Philosophy, p. 58.
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Consider a word that is neither logical nor definable in terms of other words. If we use it
meaningfully, if we are not uttering “mere noise,” we must attach a meaning to it. This meaning,
Russell tells us, must be “something with which we are acquainted.”
Russell had a foundationalist theory of meaning. According to this theory, certain words
are basic—namely, some logical words and words that denote things with which we are
acquainted. The meanings of the rest of the words, and of expressions, can be reduced to the
meanings of basic words. A meaningful sentence, in particular, denotes a proposition which, apart
from logical items, is “composed wholly of constituents with which we are acquainted.”
Note also that Russell had a monistic theory of meaning. Russell recognized only one
semantical relation: denotation. Meaning at the basic level, according to Russell, is to be identified
with denotation; and understanding meaning is to be identified with acquaintance with the
denotation. A basic non-logical word that denotes nothing is meaningless; it is “mere noise.”

4. Russell’s Principle is in the right form to serve as a foundation for conceptual criticism. We
can use it to show that an expression is meaningless if we can show that one of the non-logical
words composing it neither denotes anything with which we are acquainted nor is definable in
terms of such words. The crucial question for applying the principle is this: what precisely are the
items with which we are acquainted? Now, Russell held, early and late, that experience acquaints
us with some items. The Russell of 1912 also held that we have a Platonic, non-experiential
acquaintance with universals. The scope of this non-experiential acquaintance is plainly crucial for
applications of the principle. So, what is its scope? How do we tell whether we have acquaintance
with a purported universal or not? Russell’s answer here blunts completely the critical force of his
principle: “among universals, there seems to be no principle by which we can decide which can be
known by acquaintance.”7 It follows that no principled criticism is possible that an expression is
meaningless. In a debate over the meaningfulness of a term, it would always be open for the
defenders of the term to invoke Platonic acquaintance with a universal, and thus bring the debate
to an impasse.

5. The scope of Russellian acquaintance was sharply narrowed in the theories of the early Logical
7

Problems of Philosophy, p. 109.
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Positivists. Through definitions, Rudolf Carnap tells us, “every word of the language is reduced to
other words and finally to the words which occur in the so-called ‘observation sentences’ and
‘protocol sentences’. It is through this reduction that the word acquires its meaning.”8 We have
here a transformation of Russell’s Principle into a powerful critical tool. Basic non-logical words
to which all other words are reducible extend no further than those that occur in observation
sentences. The meanings of these words we learn through experience; in effect, experience
acquaints us with their denotations.
Now, Carnap acknowledges that the scope of observation sentences is debatable.
Nevertheless, logical analysis of meaning, he argues, “pronounces the verdict of meaninglessness
on any alleged knowledge that pretends to reach above or behind experience” (76). What falls in
this realm of meaninglessness? Carnap’s response is bold:

In the domain of metaphysics, including all philosophy of value and normative theory,
logical analysis yields the negative result that the alleged statements in this domain are
entirely meaningless. Therewith a radical elimination of metaphysics is attained. (61)

Russell’s Principle is, thus, deployed to excise a large body of our discourse as meaningless. I
should stress that the discourse excised is held to lack only descriptive or cognitive meaning.
Carnap allows that it may possess some other kind of meaning, say, expressive meaning. It may,
in Carnap’s words, “serve for the expression of the general attitude of a person towards life”
(78). But, even here, Carnap is scathing about metaphysics: “metaphysicians are musicians
without musical ability” (80).

6. Conceptual criticism reached its zenith in the early Positivists. Its subsequent decline was steep
and swift. The critique that delivered the verdict of meaninglessness for metaphysics was
applicable also to science, an enterprise the Positivists revered. Scientific terms, like metaphysical
ones, could not be reduced to observation terms; if metaphysics was meaningless, so also was
science.

8

Carnap, “The Elimination of Metaphysics,” p. 63. All parenthetical references to Carnap
in the section are to the pages of this paper.
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The Positivists acknowledged the problem and set out to liberalize their criterion of
meaningfulness. As a first step in this liberalization, they abandoned their atomistic conception of
meaning. They retained meaning-foundationalism, the idea that there is a special foundational
level, consisting of observational terms, whose meaning places them in a privileged semantical
relationship to experience. However, they no longer saw a term-by-term reduction as a
requirement for meaningfulness. So long as the theory as a whole has observational consequences,
that is, so long as the theory could be tested against observation sentences, its theoretical terms
count as meaningful—or at least as legitimate and useful auxiliaries.9
A second step in the liberalization was the Positivist renunciation of an absolute distinction
between observational and theoretical terms. Carnap, for instance, proposed that the distinction
between the two kinds of terms be seen as a matter of linguistic choice, to be settled by practical
considerations. The privileged connection to experience enjoyed by observation terms was now
seen as grounded merely in linguistic convention.10
These moves, though they greatly liberalized the original positivist conception of meaning,
failed to provide any plausible criterion for demarcating the meaningful from the meaningless. No
criterion emerged that would separate metaphysics from science. Any criterion that admitted
theoretical terms as legitimate let in undesirable metaphysical ones as well. As a consequence of
these failures, conceptual criticism fell into disrepute and never recovered from the excesses of the
early Positivists. Note that I am here concerned only with criticism of concepts on the basis of
their relationship to experience. I am not concerned with criticism on purely logical grounds—for
example, on the ground that a concept is governed by a logically illegitimate definition. This kind
of criticism is entirely proper, of course, and suffered no loss of reputation.

7. After the demise of Positivism, philosophers continued to lavish great attention on accounts of
meaning, but prospects did not improve for conceptual criticism. Perhaps the most significant
9

Later, Carnap came to favor the idea that theoretical terms are to be eliminated through
“ramsification.” William Demopoulos provides an illuminating discussion of ramsification, and of
Carnap’s use of it, in “On the Rational Reconstruction of our Theoretical Knowledge.” See also
Demopoulos’s “Three Views of Theoretical Knowledge,” §7, where Demopoulos provides a
compelling diagnosis of the error underlying this kind of reconstruction of theories.
10

See Carnap’s “On Protocol Sentences” and “Empiricism, Semantics, and Ontology.”
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change now was the shift to coherence theories of meaning. These theories reject meaningfoundationalism, and they see little of epistemological or semantical significance in the distinction
between observational and theoretical terms. Observational terms, as one popular slogan has it,
are “theory-laden”; they are not different in kind from theoretical terms. Just as the meaning of a
theoretical term is captured by its role in a theory (and not by any special relationship to
experience), so also with observational terms. Their meaning, too, is captured by their overall role
in the theory and, more broadly, in practice. Meaning, as another popular slogan has it, is use.
Under the term-by-term reductionism of the early Positivists, the meaning of each nonlogical term, no matter how theoretical, was supposed to reduce to experience. Under coherence
theories, the meaning of any non-logical term, not matter how observational, bears a most
tenuous connection to experience. Even the meaning of such a term as ‘red’ is determined not by
any special relationship to experience but by such things as its inferential role. The connection
between sensations of red and uses of ‘red’, for example, is now seen to be at best causal; the
connection is not meaning conferring. Wilfrid Sellars, who developed a theory along these lines,
offers the following interesting reflection on his motivations: “I had already broken with
traditional empiricism by my realistic approach to the logical, causal, and deontological
modalities. What was needed was a functionalist theory of concepts which would make their role
in reasoning, rather than a supposed origin in experience, their primary feature.”11
Coherence theories reverse the expected order of explanation. It is natural to suppose that
use is grounded in meaning and, hence, that meaning contributes to an explanation of use.
Coherence theories reverse this natural thought; they explain meaning in terms of use.
Under coherence theories, conceptual criticism has little scope, since experience makes
little contribution to meaning. Indeed, in some versions, all criticism of ordinary
practice—whether the criticism is experience-based or not—is bound to be groundless. Meaning
is use, and use is sacrosanct.12
11

“Autobiographical Reflections,” p. 285. See “Empiricism and the Philosophy of Mind,”
especially §§10-23, for Sellars’s views about the meaning of color terms.
12

Wittgenstein: “Philosophy may in no way interfere with the actual use of language; it can
in the end only describe it. . . . It leaves everything as it is” (Philosophical Investigations, §124).
Wittgenstein’s remark is understandable if it is seen as a reaction to the excesses of Positivism
(and also the excesses of his own earlier views, which had a formative influence on the
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8. Russell’s picture of meaning was atomistic: each non-logical word was supposed to have its
own special packet of meaning, either through acquaintance or through description. This picture
gave way to one that is holistic: our words are interwoven in a set of complex practices, and their
meaning is to be understood in terms of their role in some or all of these practices. Different ways
of spelling out the practice relevant to meaning and different ways of relating meaning to practice
yield different use-based accounts of meaning. For example, one may understand practice broadly
to include all or nearly all uses of a word, and one may identify meaning with this use. Under this
conception, there is little scope for a systematic reflection on meaning—little hope, for example,
for an account that spells out relationships between meanings of different words and expressions.
For another example, one may restrict practice to deductions within a formalized theory, and one
may think of some or all of the expressions as being implicitly defined by the theory (see below
§11). Now there is a little more scope for a systematic reflection. For example, one may hope to
explain the meaning of some complex expressions on the basis of the meanings of simpler ones.

9. The idea of meaning-is-use so suffuses current philosophical thought that it is often regarded
as a mere truism. Nevertheless, there are reasons to view the idea with some skepticism. First, the
idea is at odds with our rational practices. In a rational debate, it is entirely legitimate to ask
whether a particular term is really meaningful, whether it is not “mere noise” that is being
“parroted.” The concern can be put to rest by supplying a satisfactory explanation of meaning.
Now, an explanation of meaning here is not an explanation of use, a mere catalog of the various
ways in which the term happens to be used. (Example: “What is the meaning of ‘Athena’?” The
proper response does not take the form: “well, we use the name in such-and-such ways in so-andso ceremonies.”)13 The use of a term is typically broad and far-flung; a satisfactory explanation, on
the other hand, is typically narrow and context-bound. (Example: “‘Athena’ is the name of the
goddess to whom this temple is dedicated,” said while pointing to a particular temple.) The
Positivists). Note also that Wittgenstein’s “identification” of meaning and use is highly qualified;
see Philosophical Investigations, §§43 & 558-570.
13

A mere catalog of uses has no standing in a rational debate, for the debate aims to settle
what the use should be. A particular use of a term may well be one of the items that are up for
critical assessment and reform. (The same point holds for patterns of use and for rules governing
use.)
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explanation, even when context-bound, somehow empowers a subject to use the term in a wide
variety of contexts. There is certainly an important question here of how this is possible, but the
phenomenon itself is undeniable: explanations of meaning somehow sustain broad use, at least
broad rational use. If this is right, then perhaps there is room after all for conceptual criticism.
Perhaps some explanations are dependent on experience, and unless these explanations are tied in
the right way to experience, they are incapable of sustaining broad use. If every explanation
offered of a term were to fail to bear a proper relationship to experience, grounds would exist for
conceptual criticism.
Second, the debate over meaning outlined above was conducted within the confines of
specific ideas about experience—ideas that, I have argued, are erroneous. These ideas are (i) that
the given in experience, if any, must be propositional; and (ii) that presence is acquaintance.14 It is
these ideas that make it seem that meaning-foundationalism and meaning-is-use are exhaustive
alternatives. However, just as we can see experience as playing an important rational role even
though we renounce the propositional given, similarly perhaps we can see experience as making
an important contribution to content even though we renounce meaning-foundationalism.
Foundationalism and coherentism are not the only available options in the realm of rationality;
similarly perhaps they are not the only available options in the realm of content. Perhaps
experience makes a crucial contribution to content, even though this contribution does not place
any non-logical terms into privileged semantical relationships to experience.

B. Three Thought Experiments

10. Imagine that we visit a community living in a cavern deep underground. When we first enter
the cavern, nothing is visible, and the voices we hear are all gibberish to us. Later, as our senses
adjust to their new surroundings, we begin to see shadowy outlines of persons, and we begin to

14

In Empiricism and Experience, I argue at length against the idea of the propositional
given—the idea that the rational contribution of experience is propositional. Furthermore, I offer
a theory of non-propositional given on which experience plays a substantial rational role in
cognition. In “Account of Conscious Experience,” I argue for a separation of acquaintance from
presence.
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make out some familiar sounds in the mass of gibberish. Let us imagine that we can make out
‘and’, ‘not’, ‘every’, and other logical terms, though the remaining expressions, which we are
inclined to call ‘non-logical’, remain incomprehensible to us. The cave dwellers seem to us to be
asserting things, and sometimes denying them, but we do not understand what it is that they are
asserting or denying. As we become more familiar with our surroundings, it dawns on us (let us
imagine) that the cave dwellers are uttering, in what appears to be the assertion mode, logical
consequences of certain sentence-like strings inscribed on the walls of the cavern; and they are
uttering, in what appears to be the denial mode, strings that fail to be logical consequences of
these inscriptions. Despite this knowledge, we would not be in a position to know what (if
anything) the utterances of the cave dwellers mean, nor the point of their seeming assertions and
denials.
Our ignorance persists, we can imagine, even when we figure out causal relationships
between stimuli, near and distal, and the cave dwellers’ dispositions to utter various strings (under
various modes); and even when we come to learn connections between their utterances and their
various behaviors. We may find out, for example, that certain patterns of changes in humidity
incline the cave dwellers to assert certain kinds of consequences of the inscriptions, and that
certain kinds of consequences, when asserted, prompt the dwellers to clap and whistle. Our
knowledge of the cave dwellers may become so advanced that we could (seemingly) join in their
practices and could even pass ourselves off as members of the cave community. We could start
uttering strings that prompt the cave dwellers to clap and whistle (and even beyond that to show
what looks to us like astonishment). And we ourselves could clap and whistle when and only
when the cave dwellers would consider it apt to do so. Our seeming assertions and denials,
however, would not be genuine assertions and denials. If they counted as expressing thoughts at
all, they would count as expressing only empty thoughts (for we would understand at best only
the logical terms in them). We would not understand the cave utterances, nor despite our fluency,
would we know their point.
The ability to use signs in conformity with rules is insufficient for genuine understanding.
Genuine understanding requires the ability to see the point of the uses and, consequently, the
ability to assess criticisms of these uses.
Some philosophers paint pictures on which rational discourse is little more than the
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mimicry described above. These pictures are erroneous, and one of the main sources of their error
is that they fail to connect discourse to experience in the proper way.

11. Imagine, next, that we visit a community that lives in a thick forest, dark but not without
natural light. Imagine that with this community we figure out not only the logical terms in their
language but also all the non-logical terms (‘tree’, ‘mushroom’, etc.) except two: G and R. These
two terms prove recalcitrant to our attempts to understand them. We can figure out, let us
imagine, that G is a one-place predicate and R a two-place one, but we do not know what these
terms mean. Imagine that as we become more familiar with the forest community, we discover
that the forest dwellers’ assertions and denials containing G and R conform to certain axioms, and
that these axioms are not conservative over their empirical vocabulary: the axioms enable the
forest community to deduce new empirical claims about their surroundings. When we ask the
forest dwellers to explain, say, G, they paraphrase one of the axioms and tell us that

G’s are things that bear R to trees in a one-one way.

And when we ask for an explanation of R, we learn only that

R relates G’s to trees in the ways set out in the axioms.

We are puzzled by these explanations, for (let us imagine) the axioms do not fix a definite
interpretation for G and R. They allow G’s to be anything: leaves, stars, numbers, points—indeed
anything that is at least as numerous as the trees. And a parallel claim holds for R.15 When we
bring the matter up with the logicians in the forest community, they acknowledge that no explicit
definitions can be given for G and R, but (they insist) this is no cause for concern, for G and R are
theoretical terms that are implicitly defined by the axioms governing them. The logicians try to
assure us with the following words:

15

That is, if you ramsify on G and R, then the resulting matrix is satisfiable by many
different assignments of values to the variables. This is typically what occurs when the theoretical
terms of a theory are ramsified away.
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The sort of indeterminacy you observe is actually present everywhere; it is present even
with terms such as ‘tree’ and ‘mushroom’. The totality of things we accept (or are inclined
to accept) together with the circumstances of their acceptance never fixes interpretation.
The contrary idea rests on a naive referential picture of rational discourse. Meaning is
determined by use, not by referential links. Once you accept the axioms governing G and
R and let these axioms guide your assertions and denials, G and R acquire a definite use
and thus a particular meaning in your discourse. And you would count as knowing that
meaning, since you would know the use of G and R.

But these words fail to assure some of us. They remind us of the religious hocus-pocus we heard
in childhood, according to which one must first whole-heartedly believe the doctrine before one
will be blessed with compelling evidence for it (and failure to find compelling evidence shows only
that one’s belief was not whole-hearted in the first place). How can we be asked to believe
without sufficient evidence? How can we be asked to accept the axioms governing G and R if we
do not understand what G and R mean?
Even without understanding G and R, we can, of course, take up the practice of deducing
empirical claims from the axioms governing G and R, and the practice may even prove rewarding
to us. Still, we would not possess any genuine understanding of G and R, nor of the axioms and
their capacity to supply us with empirical information. It would be as if we were relying on a
soothsayer whose predictions turned out true. We would have pragmatic reasons for relying on
the soothsayer, but we would not understand him and his methods. We would not understand
how the soothsayer managed to issue true predictions. If we were told that the soothsayer’s
methods were imperfect, we would not be in a position to offer any useful advice on how the
methods could be improved. Similarly, if some of the empirical consequences of the axioms
governing G and R turned out false, we would not be in a position to improve the axioms, for we
would not really understand them.16 Genuine theoretical understanding is not like that. Our

16

A standard move here is to a pragmatist account of theory revision: the axioms are to be
so revised that the resulting overall theory conforms to empirical evidence and possesses
pragmatic virtues, of which the foremost is simplicity. However, without an account of simplicity,
this move is entirely empty. Moreover, it is doubtful that the needed account of simplicity will
ever be forthcoming. The move requires simplicity to yield an absolute ordering of uninterpreted
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acceptance of theoretical axioms is rooted, it seems, in our understanding of theoretical terms, not
the other way around.

12. Finally, let us imagine visiting a community that lives in a tidy village under the bright desert
sun. Let us imagine that the conceptual practices of this community are as tidy as their neatly laid
out village. The language of the community is governed by simple and regular grammatical rules
(say those of one of the formalizations of classical first-order logic). The logical vocabulary and
the rules for its use are clearly spelled out—though I hasten to add that the community conceives
logic as encompassing more than merely first-order logic.17 Furthermore, the community observes,
let us imagine, a sharp distinction between primitive and defined vocabulary, and it equips each
defined item with an explicit definition that meets the strictest logical standards. The tidiness
extends, let us imagine, to the primitive vocabulary as well. Each non-logical primitive term is
governed by an ostensive definition. Thus, for example, the community has conducted naming
ceremonies in which ‘Ant’, ‘Gold’, ‘Color’, ‘Yellow’, ‘Earlier’ and ‘Second’ were formally
declared to be governed by the following definitions:

Ant =Df the kind to which this animal belongs [said while pointing to an ant]18
Gold =Df the kind to which this sample belongs [said while pointing to a bit of gold]
Color =Df the quality that is changing of this tile

theories, but our intuitions about simplicity (such as they are) pertain to interpreted theories in the
context of a background view. To assess the simplicity of some proposed revision of the axioms
governing G and R we would want to know what G and R mean and how the axioms, so
interpreted, fit our view of the world. If we are merely handed some sentences containing G and
R, I for one would not know how to assess simplicity, or even know what simplicity means here.
17

The scope of logic is an important issue, of course. For the present illustration, the
following suffices: the community takes it to be a logical fact that all things in the world (i.e., all
contingent things) fall into kinds and that the highest of these kinds encompasses everything, with
lower kinds forming a discrete inverted-tree-like structure under the relation “more determinate
than.” The community regards “Being” to be the kind at the highest level, “Animal” to lie one
level below the highest (indeed, the definition the community gives of “Animal” requires it to lie at
this level), “Mammal” to lie one level further down, and so on.
18

Or more accurately: Ant =Df the second level kind to which this moving being belongs.
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[said while pointing to a tile whose only perceptible change is in its color]
Yellow =Df the color of this lump [said while pointing to a lump of gold]
Earlier =Df the binary temporal relation in which this event stands to that event
[said while pointing to two events, one of which is perceptibly earlier than
the other]
Second =Df the period of this pendulum [ . . . ]

The desert community has constructed (we can imagine) a large edifice, called the “Museum of
Meanings,” in which it has housed many of the samples and reenacted many of the experiments
that provided the bases for the ostensive definitions. (The community members recall with rare
glee visitors from a distant land who had declared the Meaning Museum a myth and who were left
speechless when they were shown the actual edifice and given a tour of it.)
One clarification: the desert dwellers introduce ostensive definitions not to teach children
meanings of terms, but to sharpen (clarify, explicate, firm up) these meanings. Children in the
desert community learn meanings of terms in the usual diverse and unsystematic ways. It is only
later that they are introduced to definitions. With non-primitive terms, the children learn explicit
definitions;19 with non-logical primitive terms, they learn ostensive definitions. Ostensive
definitions, like explicit definitions, are meant to bring clarity and order to a confusing mass of
conceptual practice. Plainly, the definitions can serve this role even if they are unsuitable for the
teaching of language. (Let me connect the hypothetical example to our own goals: we are not
concerned with how a conceptual system is acquired. We are concerned with how, having
acquired a conceptual system, we can set out to improve it. We want to understand how empirical
dialectic should be conducted; what, for instance, distinguishes proper conceptual criticism from
improper one.)
The following terminology will prove useful. Given a definition D of a term X,

(D)

. . . X . . . =Df - - - -,

19

This is similar to what occurs in our own community: children acquire terms such as
‘area’ long before they learn, if they ever do, the proper definition of it.
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let us call the left-hand side, “. . . X . . . ,” the definiendum (plural: definienda) of D and the
right-hand side, “- - - - ,” the definiens (plural: definientia) of D. Let us call X the defined term
of D. Sometimes the defined term is also the definiendum of the definition; often, however, the
two are different.20

13. We can imagine that the desert dwellers accept a modified version of Russell’s Principle (§3).
Let the desert community modify Russell’s notion of acquaintance thus: “we are acquainted* with
a particular or a universal iff we have an ostensive definition of it (i.e., it is the referent of the
definiendum of one of our ostensive definitions).” Then the community’s version of Russell’s
principle may be formulated as follows:

Russell* Principle. We understand what a sentence means (on an occasion of use) only if
all the words composing it either are logical words or are words denoting things with
which we are acquainted* or are definable in terms of such words.

This principle serves (we can imagine) as a basis for conceptual criticism in the desert community.
The desert dwellers require that each non-logical term be classified either as primitive or as nonprimitive. If the term is declared primitive, they require that it be defined ostensively; otherwise,
they require an explicit definition using only logical terms and terms already equipped with
ostensive definitions. Failure to meet the demand is sufficient ground, in the eyes of the desert
dwellers, for ruling a term illegitimate. Thus, the desert dwellers do not countenance implicit
definitions of the sort we found in the forest community. If the terms G and R of the forest
language cannot be given explicit definitions, then “show us G’s and instances of R,” say the
desert dwellers. “Define these terms ostensively!” Failure to show is proof, they think, that G and
R lack well-defined meanings. (The desert logicians do not take a kind view at all, it must be

20

Often the defined term and the definiendum belong to different logical categories. Such
definitions may be called heterogeneous. In homogeneous definitions, in contrast, the definiendum
and the defined terms fall under the same logical category. The ostensive definitions above are all
homogeneous. Indeed, they are regular in the sense that the definiendum is identical to the
defined term. The definition of ‘water-atom’ below (§13) is an example of a heterogeneous
definition. For further discussion, see my encyclopedia entry “Definitions.”
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recorded, of the forest practices. They have been known to call forest dwellers “conceptually
licentious” and to characterize their thinking as marked by “conceptual squalor.”)
Russell* Principle is strict. Still, it is liberal enough to permit theoretical terms. For
example, it allows the desert community to introduce the term ‘water-atom’ through the
definition,

x is a water-atom =Df x is water and no proper part of x is water.

The definition conforms to the Principle even if the community knows water-atoms to be inprinciple unobservable, for the non-logical terms in the definition can all be defined ostensively.
Moreover, the Principle is fully compatible with a realism about theoretical posits: it allows
referents of theoretical terms to be elements of reality. The Principle is compatible also with a
denial of verificationism. It allows the desert community to accept the idea that some truths (e.g.,
those concerning the number of water-atoms that existed at particular moments in the distant
past) are in principle unknowable.21 The Principle does not imply any identification of meaning
with methods of verification. A statement may be meaningful even when no method exists for its
verification (or for its falsification). Russell* Principle is empiricist in its critical spirit, but without
that harsh edge that renders traditional empiricist critiques unattractive.22

14. Despite all its virtues, Russell* Principle is problematic, as also is the model of experience
and thought exemplified in the desert community. (The desert sun can be as blinding as the
darkest cave.) The reason is familiar: failure of reference. The ostensive definition of ‘Ant’ may be
perfectly rational—the definer may have excellent reasons to think he is seeing one and only one
animal. Yet he may be wrong. He may be seeing two different animals intertwined with one
another; or he may be seeing something that is not an animal; or he may be hallucinating and
seeing nothing real at all. ‘Ant’ would then be a non-denoting term, but claims made using ‘Ant’

21

Cheryl Misak takes it to be a defining feature of verificationism that it rejects the idea
that “there may be truths which are not accessible to us”; see her Verificationism, p. 204.
22

The Principle does not eliminate metaphysics; still it clips its wings enough to prevent
flight into the region of “the Nothing itself nothings.”
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would not be completely without content.
Let us say that a Russellian proposition denoted by a sentence (on a particular occasion
of use) is a complex whose non-logical constituents are the referents (on that occasion of use) of
the non-logical terms in the sentence. So, the Russellian proposition denoted by ‘Socrates is wise’
has as its non-logical constituents Socrates and Wisdom.23 If a sentence contains a non-logical
term that is vacuous (i.e., one that fails to refer to anything) then the sentence denotes no
Russellian proposition. In the situation just imagined, ‘Ant’ is a vacuous term, and hence, uses of
sentences containing ‘Ant’ express no Russellian propositions. But these uses are not thereby
gibberish; they are not “mere noise.” These uses could be perfectly understandable. They could
express claims that are rational and that could serve as steps in the discovery that there are, in
fact, no Ants.
The present difficulty does not attach, let us note, to Russell’s original proposal, for
Russell had a special conception of experience and acquaintance. According to Russell,
experience acquaints us with sense-data, not with ordinary things. Furthermore, as he conceived
sense-data, no failure of reference of the sort imagined above is possible for them. Russell thus
avoids the problem, but he does not chart a path we can follow, for Russell’s conception of
experience is unacceptable.

15. Frege’s distinction between sense (“Sinn”) and reference (“Bedeutung”) offers a useful way
of formulating the problem. We can say that the Russellian proposition, if there is one, is the
referent of a claim (e.g., “Ants lay eggs”), and that each claim expresses, in addition, a particular
sense.24 A claim may fail to refer to a Russellian proposition, yet it may express a sense and thus
possess content. Understanding a claim (and its constituents), we can say, is tied to grasping
sense, not to knowing reference. The problem before us can now be expressed as follows. How
should we think of the senses of terms and sentences? And what is the bearing of experience on

23

This proposition can be modeled set-theoretically as the ordered triple <pred, Wisdom,
Socrates>, where pred is the logical operation of predication.
The notion of Russellian proposition can be refined and made rigorous in various ways. I
stick with the rough explanation given above, for it is sufficient for my purposes.
24

Henceforth, I use ‘refers’ and ‘denotes’ interchangeably.
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these senses?
I should emphasize that even though I shall be working with the Fregean distinction of
sense and reference, I do not want to take on board all the Fregean theses concerning this
distinction. The Fregean theses that I want to accept, and that I take to be constitutive of the
distinction between sense and reference, are the following. (a) Sense determines reference, but the
converse fails: reference does not determine sense. (b) A conceptual item may fail to have a
referent but possess sense. (c) Understanding is tied to grasp of sense, not to knowledge of
referent. Some of the Fregean theses I want to set aside are these: that the referent of a claim is a
truth-value; that the referent of an expression in indirect discourse is its ordinary sense; and that
there is a hierarchy of senses. Despite these differences, however, I want to accept and explore
the fundamental Fregean idea that there is a dimension of content distinct from reference. This
dimension is not that of linguistic meaning. The definiens of ‘Ant’ in the ostensive definition
above has a linguistic meaning quite independently of its use in this particular definition—a
meaning that enables one to define terms with different contents in different contexts. When the
definition is introduced in a particular context, it endows the defined term with a content, a
content distinct from reference and from linguistic meaning. Following Frege, I am calling this
content ‘sense’. Our question is: what is sense and what is its relationship to experience? We shall
make progress on this question if we reflect a little on ostensive definitions.

C. The Problem of Ostensive Definitions

16. Let us observe that ostensive definitions depend critically on experience. They rely on
demonstrative phrases whose referents are determined in part by experience. Thus, the referent of
‘that animal’ in the definition of ‘Ant’ above is a particular ant present in the experience of the
person introducing the definition. The definition is proper even when there are many microscopic
(and thus invisible) animals in the vicinity of the particular ant that is picked out. The microscopic
animals are irrelevant to the referent of ‘that animal’, for they are not present in the experience.
Let us say that the grounding experience of an ostensive definition is the associated
experience on which the definition depends. And let us say that the context of a definition
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(ostensive or other) is that part of the situation in which the definition is given that helps
determine referents for the terms in the definiens. “Context” is a broader notion and subsumes the
grounding experience of an ostensive definition. Note that ostensive definitions are a proper
subclass of context-dependent definitions. The interpretations of the definienda in

Pushpa =Df my maternal grandmother, and
t =Df the temperature at the Pittsburgh International Airport now

depend on contextual factors, such as who is giving the definitions and when, but not on the
particular experiences enjoyed by the person giving the definitions. These definitions do not
qualify as ostensive.

17. A particular kind of ostensive definition, which may be called “direct ostensive definition,” is
especially important. The definiendum of a direct ostensive definition is identical to the defined
term,25 and it denotes an item present in the grounding experience. Furthermore, the definiens
relies on properties, relations, and facts present in the experience to pick out this item. Here are
two examples of direct ostensive definitions:

Mary =Df that woman [given when exactly one woman is visible]
John =Df that bald man
[given when several men are seen of whom only one is visibly bald].

Here are two examples of ostensive definitions that are not direct:

Fred =Df that man [given when pointing to a photograph of a man who is not present]
Bill =Df the eldest son of that man
[given when pointing to a particular man whose eldest son is also seen]

The first of these definition is not direct because its referent is not present in the grounding
25

In the terminology of fn. 20, a direct ostensive definition is regular.
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experience. The second definition fails to be direct also, but for a different reason: it relies on a
relation (“is the eldest son of”) that is not present in the grounding experience. (I count the first
definition as ostensive because its definiens when spelled out amounts to ‘the man pictured in this
photograph’, and the referent of ‘this photograph’ is fixed with the aid of the grounding
experience. The definition relies on deferred ostension, and it instantiates a type that may be called
deferred ostensive definition.)
Different theories of experience see different ostensive definitions as direct. Theories that
hold that only sense-data and their qualities are present in experience would regard the definitions
of ‘Mary’ and ‘John’ above to be like the definition of ‘Fred’. They would see these definitions as
specifying the referents of ‘Mary’ and ‘John’ indirectly, through a direct reference to some sensedata that Mary and John cause. For another example, theories that hold (as Russell did in 1912)
that only particulars can be present in experience narrow the scope of direct ostensive definitions
even further. The direct definitions are now restricted to such examples as these: “Mark = Df this”
and “Beth =Df that,” where “this” and “that” pick out particulars present in the grounding
experience. In contrast, the account of experience I favor is highly liberal. It allows direct
ostensive definitions of terms for particulars, properties, and relations.26
Direct ostensive definitions are more fundamental than indirect ones such as those of
‘Fred’ and ‘Bill’ above. The ostensive definition of ‘Bill’ can, for instance, be replaced by a direct
ostensive definition for a name of Bill’s father—say, ‘Charlie’—together with an explicit
definition of Bill as Charlie’s eldest son.
Ostensive definitions effect word-world linkages—they help fix referents of defined
terms—and they do so with the aid of experience. Indeed, direct ostensive definitions appear to be
the fundamental links between the conceptual and the non-conceptual orders.27 What, though, is
26

See my “Account of Conscious Experience.”

27

In his “Wittgenstein on Ostensive Definition,” P. M. S. Hacker reads Wittgenstein as
holding that
ostensive definition is part of grammar, it provides no connection between language and
reality—it does not ‘pin’ a name to a subsistent object which is part of the substance of the
world. . . . So language remains autonomous and there is no justification of language by
reference to reality. (pp. 281-2)
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the contribution of an ostensive definition to the sense of the defined term? If an ostensive
definition is a genuine definition, then it seems it must endow the defined term with a definite
sense. And a grasp of this sense must underlie meaningful uses of the defined term. But how
should we think of this sense? What is it to grasp the sense? What is it about a later use of the
defined term that ensures that it is used with this particular sense—in other words, what is it that
ensures that the later use is in accord with the ostensive definition?

18. A comparison with explicit definitions will put the problem in sharper focus. Let us
understand an explicit definition to be one that is well-founded and context-independent.28 Let H
be introduced through an explicit definition D:

(D)

H =Df . . . J . . . .29

Now, straightforward answers are available to our questions (at least as a first response). We can
say that the sense that is imparted to H by D is spelled out by the definiens, . . . J . . . .30 A person

I would defer to Hacker on Wittgenstein interpretation. However, I must confess that (i) I myself
do not read Wittgenstein’s remarks on ostensive definitions (in particular, those in the
Philosophical Investigations) in this way; and (ii) I find the view Hacker attributes to
Wittgenstein thoroughly implausible. Wittgenstein stresses that ostensive definitions can be
misinterpreted, that they do not in themselves fix the use of the defined term, and that they neither
require nor establish an occult connection between mind and world. None of this implies that
ostensive definitions never establish any connection between language and reality. (Note,
incidentally, that the points Wittgenstein makes about ostensive definitions hold also for explicit
definitions. These too can be misinterpreted; these too fail to fix use; and these too neither require
nor establish an occult connection between mind and world.)
28

The condition of well-foundedness rules out circular definitions and also definitions that
belong to systems of interdependent definitions. In the course of interpreting the definiendum of a
well-founded definition, one is neither entrapped in a circle nor falls into an infinite regress. This
kind of thing can occur if the definition is circular or is a part of a system of interdependent
definitions.
29

I work with a regular explicit definition for simplicity. The points made in this section
hold of all explicit definitions.
30

We can even work up a theory of sense by identifying senses with structured entities
built out of atomic constituents deployed in the definiens, . . . J . . . . See M. J. Cresswell,
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grasps this sense iff she is prepared to make certain inferences and to offer certain explanations.
For example, she is prepared to infer ö( . . . J . . . ) from ö(H).31 For another example, when
asked for an explanation of the meaning of H, she simply reproduces—perhaps in writing, perhaps
out loud— the definiens, . . . J . . . . The explicit definition captures neatly what the user needs to
do to manifest an understanding of H. Finally, we can say that on a particular occasion a person’s
use of H accords with D iff, on that occasion, she understands H to possess the sense imparted to
H by D (that is, she is prepared to make the specified inferences and to offer the specified
explanations).
Notice the order of explanation. We explain the subject’s grasp of the sense of the defined
term—the subject’s understanding of the term—in terms of inferential and other moves that the
subject is prepared to make. This puts us in a position to say what it is for a subject to associate a
particular sense with a token of the defined term. Finally, we use this idea to explain a use being in
accord with the definition. Notice also that for a subject to grasp the sense of a defined term, it is
not required that she recall the occasion on which its definition was introduced. The subject may
have utterly forgotten this occasion, yet she can possess a full understanding of the term. (In
giving a mathematical proof that uses a defined term, one does not need to recall the step of the
argument where the term was introduced. It suffices to repeat the definition. This very act
indicates that the use of the term is in accord with the definition.)

19. For an ostensive definition, no such straightforward answers to our questions are available
(even as a first rough response). Suppose we introduce the name ‘Mary’ via an ostensive
definition, say the one in §17 (“Mary =Df that woman”). Now, on a later occasion when Mary is
no longer present, let us use ‘Mary’ so that it has the sense the ostensive definition imparts to
‘Mary’. What is it about the later use that ensures that ‘Mary’ has this sense?
(i) We cannot say that it is merely the use of the sign design ‘Mary’ that ensures that it has
the required sense. The ostensive definition does not have the magical power to endow all

Structured Meanings, for one way of constructing the needed structures. For a survey of various
possibilities here, see Jeffrey C. King, “Structured Propositions.”
31

Assuming that occurrences of H in ö do not fall under intentional locutions such as
“believes that ___.”
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occurrences of ‘Mary’, including accidental doodlings, with a particular meaning. We must mean
‘Mary’ in a particular way if it is to have the required sense. What is this way?
(ii) We cannot say that it is our thinking of Mary in a certain way when we use ‘Mary’ that
imparts to ‘Mary’ a particular sense. For we have no independent understanding of what ways of
thinking are. It may be said that ways of thinking are to be captured, in part, by the ways signs
(e.g., ‘Mary’) are used. But this raises the question: how should ‘Mary’ be used so that it has the
desired sense? Furthermore, not all uses of ‘Mary’ are relevant. Only those uses are relevant that
are in accord with the ostensive definition. How are these uses to be separated from the others?
We are back to our original question: how is it that a later use of ‘Mary’ comes to be in accord
with the ostensive definition?
(iii) We cannot say that it is in virtue of our intention to link our use of ‘Mary’ to the
ostensive definition that our use acquires the desired sense. For our use of ‘Mary’ can have this
sense even when we have no such intention. Furthermore, we can have the intention and yet not
understand ‘Mary’—just as we can have the intention, and can even stipulate, that our use of a
term, say ‘muon’, is to have the same sense as the one our learned friend associates with the
word, yet we may not know the meaning of ‘muon’.
(iv) We cannot say that the later use of ‘Mary’ has the required sense in virtue of our
capacity to identify Mary as the referent of ‘Mary’. This will not do because the use can have the
desired sense even when we lack all capacity to identify Mary as the referent of ‘Mary’—Mary
may have ceased to exist or may have an identical twin that we cannot tell apart from Mary.
Furthermore, we can have the capacity and yet misunderstand ‘Mary’. We may take ‘Mary’ to be
a name of Susan and may mistake Mary for Susan.
(v) We cannot say that our later use of ‘Mary’ has the required sense because it refers to
Mary. For, as already noted, our later use of ‘Mary’ does not come to refer to Mary by magic. It
refers to Mary because we mean the token in a particular way. We are trying to elucidate what
this way is. To appeal to reference in this elucidation is unacceptably circular.
(vi) We cannot say, as we could with explicit definitions, that the later use has the required
sense in virtue of such things as our ability to reproduce the definiens when we are asked for an
explanation of the meaning of ‘Mary’. A literal reproduction of the definiens (‘that woman’) on
the later occasion could well be a senseless act and is, in any case, not at all indicative of our
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grasp of the sense of ‘Mary’. The definiens of ‘Mary’ does not by itself specify the sense of
‘Mary’. So, what does specify this sense? What is this sense?

20. The sense of ‘Mary’ is not specified by a description, either: ostensive definitions are not in
general reducible to explicit definitions. The ostensive definition of ‘Mary’ is not equivalent to a
definition such as

(D*)

Mary =Df the woman who wears a red hat at time t,

where ‘t’ is a name for a particular time and we assume that the woman referred to in the
ostensive definition is the only one wearing a red hat at t. The equivalence fails because one may
legitimately introduce the ostensive definition of ‘Mary’ even when one has no idea whether a
unique woman wears a red hat at t. D*, however, is improper in such circumstances. Similarly,
one’s use of ‘Mary’ can be in accord with the ostensive definition even when one has no idea that
‘Mary’ refers to a woman who wears a red hat at t; not so, however, for D*. The argument
generalizes: it rules out variants of D* such as those with definientia ‘the woman that X sees
wearing a red hat at t’, ‘the woman present in (or causing) such-and-such experience’, and ‘the
referent of so-and-so token’. In short, the sense the ostensive definition imparts to ‘Mary’ is
captured neither by its particular definiens nor by a descriptive filling out of the definiens.32

21. Ostensive definitions expand our referential capacities. They enable us to refer to, and to
rationally talk about, items we cannot capture through a purely conceptual net. The demands on
singular reference, for example, are different when demonstratives and experience are in play than
when only concepts are in play. We may be in a position to successfully and knowingly refer to an
item present in our experience even when we cannot produce any explicit description that
uniquely picks out the item. It can even happen that our conceptual resources are too poor to

32

This conclusion would have required a much more extensive argument in an earlier
historical period. I can be brief thanks to the seminal arguments of Saul Kripke, David Kaplan,
John Perry, and others against description theories of names, indexicals, and demonstrative
phrases. See, in particular, Kripke, Naming and Necessity; Kaplan, “Demonstratives”; and Perry,
“Frege on Demonstratives.”
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generate such a description. Nevertheless, because of the item’s presence in our experience, we
may assign a name to it and can begin to think and talk about it. This sort of enrichment is not
possible with explicit definitions: whatever can be said or thought with the aid of these definitions
can be said or thought without their aid.33
We should not suppose that we are endowed a priori with a conceptual system that
enables us to think about all possibilities and that the role of experience is merely to present us
with actualizations of some of these possibilities. No. Experience’s contributions are more
profound. Experience guides us to richer conceptual resources, and it helps deepen our sense of
possibilities. Ostensive definitions are one of the tools that effect this enrichment. But for this very
reason, ostensive definitions create a difficulty: unlike explicit definitions, they do not endow their
definienda with any straightforward readings that can be carried from context of use to context of
use. Hence, the non-triviality of the question: what is the sense that an ostensive definition
imparts to the defined term?
Explicit definitions keep us solely in the conceptual order; they equate one bit of
conceptual apparatus to another. Here it is not hard to elucidate the notion of sense and that of
grasp of sense. Ostensive definitions are more complex. They fix a bit of conceptual apparatus
through a combination of concept, experience, and the world. Here the notion of sense is elusive
and that of grasp of sense obscure.

D. Sense and Phenomenology

22. The phenomenology of the grounding experience is, it appears, critical to the sense an
ostensive definition imparts to its defined term.34 Suppose you introduce a name ‘Al’ through a

33

Systems of interdependent definitions can genuinely enrich our conceptual resources.
They allow us to say new things, and their defined terms are not in general eliminable. Still, the
point holds that ostensive definitions can enrich our conceptual resources in ways beyond the
reach of such definitions.
34

By the phenomenology of an experience, e, I understand that which e shares with all
experiences subjectively identical to e. See my “Account of Conscious Experience” for a
discussion of the relationship of phenomenology to the elements present in an experience.
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direct ostensive definition (“Al =Df that man”) when you know a unique man to be present before
you, say wearing a green tie. Suppose you later introduce the name ‘Bob’ in a similar way, but
now the man before you is wearing a black hood. Unbeknownst to you, one and the same man,
Charlie, was present on the two occasions. Now, although ‘Al’ and ‘Bob’ refer to the same man,
they do not possess the same sense. You could be perfectly rational, when in a later encounter
with Charlie, you judge with confidence “that’s Al” but withhold assent to “that’s Bob.” The
difference in the sense of the two statements is due, it would appear, to the phenomenology of the
grounding experiences. Charlie was presented to you differently when you introduced the name
‘Al’ than when you introduced the name ‘Bob’—a difference that is captured in the
phenomenology of the grounding experiences. Frege spoke of sense as mode of presentation but
never explained what modes of presentation were.35 We can gloss Frege and say that modes of
presentation are tied to phenomenology: phenomenology helps determine the mode of
presentation and thus contributes to sense.
The following picture of experience and thought suggests itself. There are two dimensions
to any experience: elements presented and phenomenology. Similarly, there are two aspects to any
thought (whether singular, general, or propositional): reference and sense. The referential aspect
of thought is connected to the first dimension of experience, the presentation of elements. This
dimension helps determine what (if anything) a thought refers to. The sense aspect of thought is
connected to the second dimension of experience, the phenomenology. This dimension helps
determine the sense expressed by a thought. Note the following contrast, however. Elements
present in an experience fix the phenomenology, but not conversely: phenomenology does not fix
elements present. The situation is the very opposite for thoughts. Reference (the aspect of thought
connected with presence) does not fix sense (the aspect of thought connected to phenomenology);
it is sense that fixes reference.

23. The picture provides a way of addressing the problem we encountered above of non-denoting
terms (§14). Suppose you introduce the name ‘David’ through an ostensive definition (say,

35

“On Sense and Reference,” p. 24. The only examples Frege provides of modes of
presentation are descriptions. He does not tell us what modes of presentations might be for
primitive vocabulary or for vocabulary introduced through ostensive definitions.
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“David =Df that man”), but no man is present in the grounding experience. You do not know it,
but you are hallucinating. Now, despite the failure of reference, you are not talking nonsense
when you later use ‘David’. The ostensive definition connects ‘David’ with a particular
phenomenology and thus confers on it a sense. Contrast this case with those in which the
ostensive definition is frivolous. You ostensively define ‘Jack’ using the same words, but no man
is present in your experience and this is evident to you. Alternatively, you are looking into a
crowd of men and no one man is salient to you (or to anyone else with whom you are
conversing). Contrast also with fictional uses of names: you just make up a story using the name
‘Fred’ and start telling it to your friends. In these last two cases, your uses of names (‘Jack’ and
‘Fred’) are senseless, and one reason why they are senseless is that they fail to connect to any
appropriate phenomenology.
In many rational empirical inquiries (e.g., astronomy), it is a fair a priori requirement that
fictional terms and frivolous ostensive definitions be avoided. But it is not a fair a priori
requirement that all non-denoting terms be avoided. When you introduced the name ‘David’, you
may have had excellent reasons for thinking that a unique man was present in your visual
consciousness, and you may have had excellent reasons for enriching your conceptual repertoire
with a name for him. The introduction of the name ‘David’ may, in short, be demanded by
empirical reason, yet the name is non-denoting. Just as false beliefs, rationally acquired, may occur
in the course of empirical inquiry; so also non-denoting terms, rationally introduced, may occur in
the course of empirical inquiry. Empirical reason would be crippled by an a priori ban on nondenoting terms.

24. Sense, though it involves phenomenology, cannot be identified with it because
phenomenology does not fix reference. What, then, is the connection of sense to phenomenology?
The perennially tempting response here is to take phenomenology to be somehow a constituent of
sense. Consider again the ostensive introduction of the name ‘Al’ when Charlie was seen wearing
a green tie. Now, one might say that the sense of ‘Al’ contains as a constituent an image or a copy
of the grounding visual experience.36 Alternatively, one might say that a canonical description of

36

Perhaps this kind of idea motivates Locke when he writes, “Words in their primary or
immediate Signification, stand for nothing, but the Ideas in the Mind of him that uses them”
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the phenomenology is a constituent of the sense. The phenomenology of the experience of the
green tie, for example, may receive the description “the green trapezoidal sense-datum,” and this
description may be a constituent of a more complex description that spells out the sense of ‘Al’.
Names such as ‘Al’ are not, according to this treatment, genuine primitives; they are, instead,
disguised descriptions. Genuine primitives all pertain to phenomenology. The sense of such a
primitive is simply its referent, and knowledge of sense is acquaintance with referent. The classic
expression of this way of thinking is found, of course, in Russell (see, e.g., his Problems of
Philosophy).
However, neither of these two moves—neither that of making the image nor that of
making the description a constituent of sense—is acceptable. Neither move succeeds in explaining
when a use of a defined term is in accord with an ostensive definition. One’s use of the name ‘Al’
can be in accord with its ostensive definition even when one cannot call to one’s mind an image of
Charlie’s appearance when the name was introduced—and, moreover, one cannot provide any
description of it. Suppose after introducing the name ‘Al’, you follow Charlie with your eyes: you
see him remove his tie, undo his collar, and stretch out on his sofa. Your new visual experience of
him possesses a very different phenomenology. Still, when you say, pointing to him, ‘that’s Al’,
your use of ‘Al’ is in accord with the ostensive definition. This is so even if you cannot recall the
color of his tie or his specific posture when you introduced the name ‘Al’. Grasp of the sense of
‘Al’ does not require that you carry around in your mind any particular image, or any particular
description, of the man.
Phenomenology, though it is relevant to sense, is not a constituent of sense—neither in the
form of an image nor in the form of a canonical description. What, then, is sense? The question is
turning into a riddle; every possible response seems unsatisfactory. Perhaps we are in this
predicament because our expectations are all wrong. We expect a particular spelling out of sense
and of grasp of sense. Perhaps sense is not one thing, and perhaps grasp of sense is not a mental
clutching of this one thing. Perhaps we need to get at sense in a different way.

(Essay, III.ii.2). Perhaps it motivates Hume’s conception that our thoughts and ideas are “less
forcible and lively” copies of our impressions (Enquiry, §2).
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E. Reiteration

25. The simplest but also the most fundamental logical move is that of reiteration: one asserts
something—perhaps categorically, perhaps hypothetically—and then one repeats one’s assertion;
one asserts the same thing again. Without reiteration, no debate, no empirical inquiry, no thought
is possible. Suppose you and I are debating something, and you put forward a claim. For our
debate to even get going, I must be able to express my acceptance of your claim; I must be able to
reiterate your claim. Suppose your claim is “it is raining.” I walk to the window, look out, and say
out loud “it is raining.” I am not saying anything new. I am repeating and confirming something
you said first.37 Empirical confirmation would be impossible if we could not reiterate
claims—indeed if we could not reiterate claims across different contexts. One could not carry out
the simplest mathematical proof if all reiteration is deemed inadmissible. Even in solo thought,
even in solipsistic thought, reiteration is crucial. A solipsist retracing in his own mind what he
regards as false consequences of a non-solipsist premiss must take himself to be considering the
same premiss several times over.
The capacity to reiterate, to say and think the same thing again, is fundamentally different
from the capacity to experience. In experience, consciousness is presented with different elements
through a shifting phenomenological flux. In thought, the mind dips into this flux, catches hold of
some elements, and keeps them in its hold even when different elements come to fill experience.
The capacity to have things presented to one does not imply the capacity to take up those things
in thought and to hold on to them even when they slip away from conscious experience.

26. Reiteration is indispensable in any rational inquiry, empirical or a priori. We must
countenance, therefore, a relation between tokens that are related via reiteration, and also
between the logical constituents of these tokens. Let us call this relation intentional identity, and
if a pair of items falls under the relation, let us say that the items are co-intentional. This relation

37

It would be wrong to maintain that I must be saying something different because I spoke
at a different time. The meaning of ‘is’ is not “is this very second,” nor is the meaning “is this very
minute.” The meaning might be “is this very moment,” but then you and I should count as
speaking at the same moment.
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is plainly stricter than that of co-referentiality, sameness of reference. The constituents of “that’s
Al” and “that’s Bob” (§22) are co-referential but neither can be a reiteration of the other. Some
condition stronger than co-referentiality must also hold if tokens are to be co-intentional. Now, in
some cases, such as when terms are governed by explicit definitions, one may be able to capture in
a formula this extra condition. In other cases, however, no such formula is available. A class of
items may be co-intentional, and yet there may be no one thing that underwrites the cointentionality of all pairs of items. Different things may underwrite the co-intentionality of
different pairs. For example, let k be the token of ‘Mary’ that occurs in the ostensive definition
considered above (§17), and let the issuer of the ostensive definition be X. Now, a later token k*
of ‘Mary’ produced by X may be co-intentional with k because, after issuing the ostensive
definition, X keeps visual track of Mary and uses k* in a report about Mary. This condition is not
necessary for a token to be co-intentional to k; nonetheless, in the particular circumstances
imagined, it may be sufficient. In other circumstances, the ability to produce a certain kind of
description may be sufficient for co-intentionality with k. In yet other circumstances, simply taking
(or stipulating) a token to be co-intentional with k may be decisive in rendering the two tokens
co-intentional. Different things may, thus, underwrite the co-intentionality of different pairs of
tokens in a class of co-intentional tokens, with no single thing underwriting the co-intentionality
of all pairs.
Reiteration does not require sense-as-a-unitary-thing. It does not require that the same one
thing underlie all instances of co-intentionality.

27. A clarification: the relation of co-intentionality extends beyond reiterated items and their
logical constituents. I use reiteration to establish the necessity and legitimacy of the relation over a
range of items. If this is successful, then the legitimacy of the relation over other pairs cannot be
in serious doubt.
Notice also this: co-intentionality is in play in applications of logical laws. Suppose you
use the syllogistic form Barbara to deduce ‘everything Fred said is true’ from ‘everything Fred
said is well known’ and ‘everything well known is true’. Your deduction is logically correct so
long as you are right to take as co-intentional the two tokens of ‘Fred said’, the two tokens of
‘true’, and so on. The logical correctness of your deduction does not depend on whether ‘Fred’ is
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a denoting term or on whether the general terms in the syllogism have extensions. The above
application of Barbara is valid even if, for example, ‘true’ possesses no extension. Logical laws
are not laws of referents and extensions. What is essential to logic and its applications is the
relation of intentional identity. If we neglect this relation, we render mysterious everyday
applications of logical laws.

28. Suppose you and I play a game, and at the end of the game I declare, “I won.” You reject my
declaration: “you did not win.” A bystander, let us imagine, agrees with you and says, “he did not
win.” Your utterance and the bystander’s are co-intentional. The same holds for your token ‘you’
and the bystander’s token ‘he’. And these are co-intentional with my token ‘I’. The role of my
token ‘I’ may be very different in my psychology (and your psychology, too) from the role of your
token ‘you’ and that of the bystander’s token ‘he’. But this fact does not in the least undermine
the co-intentionality of the three tokens. Co-intentionality tracks rational role, not psychological
role. You contradict my declaration and the bystander reaffirms your claim—it is these facts that
underwrite the co-intentionality of the three tokens. The pronouns ‘he’, ‘you’, and ‘I’ mean
different things; they are governed by different linguistic rules; and they have different uses in our
discourse. Nonetheless, in the scenario imagined, the three tokens are co-intentional.38

29. Sameness of conception is not a necessary condition for co-intentionality. Persons with
radically different beliefs about a subject matter can converse with one another and thus air their
differences. For example, two individuals with quite different conceptions of Sirius and of stars
may produce tokens of ‘Sirius is a star’ in the course of a rational debate. One individual may
produce her token to affirm that Sirius is a star; the other may produce his token in the course of
a reductio argument (“if Sirius is a star then . . .”). The two tokens can be co-intentional despite
radical differences in conception. The second individual intends to reduce the first’s claim to
absurdity, and in certain contexts, such an intention is decisive for co-intentionality.

38

Frege sometimes speaks as if he would accept this idea: “If someone wants to say today
what he expressed yesterday using the word ‘today’, he will replace this word with ‘yesterday’.
Although the thought is the same its verbal expression must be different . . . The case is the same
with words like ‘here’ and ‘there’.” (“Thoughts,” p. 10, emphasis added) Note that the sense
expressed by a complete statement is a thought, as Frege understands this term.
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30. The relation of co-intentionality can obtain between tokens that are without sense. You start
spinning a tale about a character you call ‘Fred’, and your tale arouses your friends’ interests.
They, too, start retelling and embellishing your tale. The friends’ tokens of ‘Fred’ are cointentional with the tokens of ‘Fred’ you used in telling your tale. The name ‘Fred’ is, however,
without sense.

31. The notion of sense, I wish to suggest, serves two roles. It is a convenient way of tracking
co-intentionality (and thus reiteration). And it serves to distinguish epistemically legitimate terms
from non-legitimate ones. The two roles are obviously separable. Let us introduce quasi-sense to
capture the first role. It is governed by the following principle:

the quasi-sense of a token x = the quasi-sense of y iff x and y are co-intentional.

To capture the second role, let us say that a token possesses sense iff it is epistemically
grounded; and if the token is epistemically grounded, let us say, its sense is identical to its quasisense. So, we have:

if the sense of x = the sense of y then x and y are epistemically grounded and cointentional; and

if x is epistemically grounded and x and y are co-intentional then the sense of x = the sense
of y .

The notion of epistemic grounding is in general highly complex. But for tokens governed by
ostensive definitions a relatively simple explanation is available. We can explain the notion as
follows: Let a token o of a term t be co-intentional with a token introduced by X through the
ostensive definition

t =Df that ö.
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Let us say that the ostensive definition is rational iff, when the definition was introduced, X was
rational to take it that the definiens, ‘that ö’, picks out a unique item. Then, token o is
epistemically grounded iff o is co-intentional with a token of a term that is introduced by a rational
ostensive definition. Tokens governed by frivolous and irrational ostensive definitions are,
therefore, without sense (though they possess quasi-sense). On the other hand, tokens that fail to
refer will possess sense if they are governed by rational ostensive definitions.
Consider again the scenario discussed above (§22) in which you introduce the names ‘Al’
and ‘Bob’ when one and the same man, Charlie, is presented to you in different guises. Your later
tokens of ‘Al’ are co-intentional with the token with which you introduced the name ‘Al’ but not
with the token with which you introduced ‘Bob’. And a parallel claim holds for your tokens of
‘Bob’. Your tokens of ‘Al’ and ‘Bob’ are epistemically grounded and thus possess sense.
However, their senses are different, for your tokens of ‘Al’ are not co-intentional with your
tokens of ‘Bob’. We thus respect the Fregean idea that co-referential terms can possess different
senses.

32. The relation of co-intentionality rests on a complex of factors, and the knowledge of this
relation, though in part empirical, is a highly complex affair. The notion of sense serves by
keeping all this complexity out of view. It allows us to speak of tokens as having the same sense,
and thereby record that the tokens are co-intentional and epistemically grounded. We can speak of
grasp of sense, and thereby record that certain logical relations (e.g., reiteration) holding between
tokens can be taken as known. We thus abstract away the multiplicity of factors that underlie cointentionality, and we bracket the complexity of our knowledge of co-intentionality.39 Eventually,
of course, the story of empirical rationality will need to account for our knowledge of cointentionality. In the meantime, the notion of sense serves us by bringing verbal tidiness to an
untidy domain.
39

Formalized languages can make it seem that the relation of co-intentionality is simple, for
in these languages sameness of symbol implies sameness of sense. The relation of cointentionality, it thus appears, is settled simply by the form of the symbol. The complexity comes
into view, however, if we attend to what it is that makes various tokens belong to a particular
formalized language.
A part of the power of formalized languages resides precisely in the fact that they
successfully keep out of view complexity that can be neglected.
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33. I have argued that we must recognize a dimension of content beyond reference; following
Frege, I am calling this content sense. I have connected sense to reiteration, and I have noted that
reiteration is fundamental to rationality; no debate or thought is possible without it. The
legitimacy of the notion of sense cannot, therefore, be in serious doubt. I have argued further that
experience makes an important contribution to both reference and sense. Experience helps fix
referential (and other) linkages of thoughts to the world, and it helps determine when thought
items are co-intentional with one another.
I now wish to point out the neutrality of the notion of sense introduced above on an
important issue: how global the notion is. Frege spoke of the senses expressed by statements (in
Fregean terminology, ‘thoughts’) as “timeless, eternal, unvarying.”40 Statements themselves are
mundane, and vast stretches of space and time may separate them. However, the senses the
statements express belong to a timeless, third realm. This suggests that the senses are always
comparable: the senses expressed by two tokens either are or are not the same; the tokens are or
are not co-intentional. This, in turn, invites the picture that the entire quest for knowledge
constitutes one single conversation in which various elements stand to one another in the relation
of co-intentionality. Now, I do not wish to pronounce on the correctness of this picture—though I
must confess I am skeptical of it. I wish to make only two observations. (i) The notion of sense
introduced above is neutral with respect to this picture. The notion is perfectly compatible with
the idea that human discourse through history (and perhaps across cultures) is best understood as
fragmenting into numerous islands of local conversations—each conversation governed by its own
local notion of co-intentionality, with no one notion spanning across conversations. (ii) We can
make sense of the rational bearing of one conversation on another even when we can find no way
of linking the two conversations through the notion of co-intentionality. Interpretation of a
conversation is not the same thing as its assimilation into our own; impossibility of assimilation
does not imply impossibility of interpretation. An earlier conversation may be so suffused with
confusion that no statements belonging to a later conversation can be regarded as reiterations of
those in the earlier one. Still, the earlier conversation may be perfectly rational, and we may be

40

“Thoughts,” p. 27.
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able to interpret statements belonging to it as useful reports of the phenomena.41 A rejection of a
global notion of sense does not imply any relativity in the notion of rationality, nor rational
insularity of conversations from one another.42

F. Explanations of Meaning

34. The discussion above focused on stipulative ostensive definitions. Let us turn now to
explanatory ostensive definitions: ostensive definitions that serve to explain the meanings of
preexisting terms (as opposed to introducing new terms).
Imagine that we find ourselves in an empirical debate that proves difficult to resolve. We
recall the admonition of the philosophers that sometimes seemingly unresolvable difficulties have
their source in conceptual errors, in improper use of words. So, we pause to reflect critically on
the meanings of the words that occur in our debate. Let us suppose that we can spell out the
meanings of the logical terms to our satisfaction. (There are important issues here, but let us set
them aside for now.) Further, we may be able to give explicit definitions for some of our non-

41

Example. An ancient community may rationally come to the mistaken belief that names
‘a’ and ‘b’ pick out the same astronomical object. More specifically, we can imagine that names
‘a’ and ‘b’ were introduced through successive ostensive definitions in a situation in which it was
rational for the community to take it as obvious that the names were co-referring. The community
may, in short, legitimately take the tokens of ‘a’ and ‘b’ to be co-intentional. Their use of ‘a’ and
‘b’ would thus be confused. We may, nonetheless, be able to interpret the ancient statements, and
we may be able to extract useful information from them about, say, the positions of some
astronomical objects. None of our claims can be a reiteration of any ancient claim. But the ancient
rational study of the night sky may well have a bearing on our own study.
42

Frege and the philosophers he inspired recruited the notion of sense for multiple
purposes. Sense was supposed to capture cognitive significance, as well as psychological role. It
was supposed to be compositional, and at the same time, to fix reference. It was supposed to
serve as the object of psychological attitudes, and yet belong to a timeless realm. The notion of
sense was thus burdened with a variety of logical, semantical, and psychological chores. I have
isolated a minimal notion of sense above, one that is indispensable in logical inquiry. Whether this
notion of sense can serve any of the other roles is, for me, a matter of indifference. I am
concerned only with the logical inquiry, not with semantics or psychology. There is no a priori
reason why the notion of sense needed in logic should also be the very one that serves the needs
of semantics and of psychology.
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logical terms.43 We are left with some terms whose meanings we can explain only in some other
way. How should we proceed with these? A natural answer is that these terms may be explained
ostensively, through appeal to experience.
Let us set down a revised version of Russell’s principle as a possible standard for our
explanations of meaning. Let us say that a term t is explained by description iff it is explained via
an explicit definition (e.g., ‘t =Df Fred’s father’).44 A term t is explained by ostension iff it is
explained via an ostensive definition (e.g., ‘t =Df the color of that block’). Finally, let us call an
explanation of a term properly grounded (for a subject on an occasion) iff it is rational (for the
subject on that occasion) to affirm the definition, whether explicit or ostensive, offered in the
explanation. Then:

Revised Russell Principle. We understand what a sentence means (on an occasion of use)
only if all the words composing it either are logical words or are words for which we can
provide properly grounded explanations.

This formulation of the principle is similar to Russell’s except that it abandons the notion of
acquaintance in favor of “properly grounded explanations.”

35. The Revised Principle is considerably more liberal than Russell’s original offering. It allows
that one can understand a sentence even when the sentence fails to denote any Russellian
proposition. For example, the sentence ‘David is tall’ may fail to denote a Russellian proposition
because the name ‘David’ is vacuous, but one understands the sentence and uses it meaningfully if
one can supply a rational ostensive explanation of ‘David’—say, via “David =Df that man,” as in
the hallucination example of §23.
A subject may meet the demand set out in the Revised Russell Principle, yet almost all of

43

We may be able to give circular or interdependent definitions for some others. This has
no material bearing on any of the points I am concerned to make here, and henceforth, I neglect
this possibility.
44

Note that the ‘=Df’ sign, here and below, is not to be understood as instituting a
stipulation. It indicates that the statement is an “explanation of meaning.”
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the subject’s non-logical terms may fail to refer. The Revised Principle requires only that the
explanations offered of meaning be rational, not that they endow terms with referents. The
manipulations of an evil demon may cause failure of reference for almost all non-logical terms, yet
the deceived consciousness may succeed in meeting the demands of the Revised Principle.

36. The Revised Russell Principle does not require that the same explanation be offered for all
uses of a particular term. It demands only that at each instance of meaningful use, one be able to
provide an explanation of meaning. The explanation may well have only local validity; it may fail
to govern all uses of the term.
Example. In the course of a discussion of De Anima, we may stipulate that we shall use
‘Aristotle’ as the name for the author of De Anima, whoever he or she may be. Our interest may
well not lie in making any claims about the man that our community refers to by its uses of
‘Aristotle’—the man lying at the beginning of the causal-historical chain that culminates in our
community’s use of ‘Aristotle’. Our interest may lie solely in the author of the De Anima, and in
our discussion we may screen off our use of ‘Aristotle’ from our community’s use of it. We have
this sort of conceptual freedom, and our purposes in a debate may well be served by invoking it.
We can meet the demands of the Revised Principle with the definition “Aristotle =Df the author of
De Anima,” and in offering this definition we take on no commitment concerning its validity for
other contexts in which ‘Aristotle’ is used.

37. The explanation of meaning can be local in another, stronger sense. The explanation may shift
as a conversation evolves, and at a particular stage of the conversation, different participants may
offer different explanations of the same term. Indeed, one participant may explain a term through
a description while another may explain it ostensively. For example, in a conversation, ‘Kamal’
may be used as a name for a man who is visible to one participant but not to the other; perhaps a
pillar blocks the view of the second participant. The first participant may explain ‘Kamal’
ostensively (“that man”), while the second may explain the name descriptively (“the man behind
such-and-such pillar”). The variability of explanations, from participant to participant and from
stage to stage, does not undermine the co-intentionality of the uses of the term. Co-intentionality
does not require sameness of explanation.
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The variability of explanations is not a peculiar feature of the present proposal. It is
allowed by the models of experience and thought offered by Locke, Hume, and Russell. Locke
tells us to use “no Name without an Idea” (§1). Locke’s injunction allows that on different
occasions a subject may associate different ideas with the same name. Hume asks us to seek out
impressions from which ideas associated with our terms are derived. These impressions can be
expected to vary from person to person and occasion to occasion. Russell motivated his principle
with these words: “we must attach some meaning to the words we use, if we are to speak
significantly and not utter mere noise” (§3). Since the meanings we “attach” to some of the words
are, according to Russell, grounded in acquaintance, these meanings can be expected to shift as
experience acquaints us with different items. Explanation of meaning is, in short, a local and
personal affair even in Locke, Hume, and Russell. Indeed, this locality of explanation is a fact of
life, one that is no threat to rationality. It should arouse no concern and should be openly
acknowledged.

38. To provide an explanation of meaning is not, in general, to provide a formula that fixes sense.
The definiens of an explicit stipulative definition, we saw earlier (§18), provides an excellent
criterion for determining when a token is in accord with the definition. Here, the definiens fixes
the sense of the defined term. In contrast, the definiens of an ostensive explanatory definition
provides no criterion for co-intentionality, and it does not fix sense. On different occasions,
different uses of the term may be explained in radically different ways, but the uses may be cointentional and may express the same sense.

39. An explanation of the meaning of a term may also fail to pick out the term’s true referent. For
example, an ostensive explanation of the name ‘Mary’—“Mary =Df that woman”—may be rational
but the woman present in the grounding experience may be Mary’s identical twin, not Mary
herself. The Revised Principle rules, correctly, that the use of ‘Mary’ is meaningful even though
the ostensive explanation fails to pick out the true referent.
Let me stress that I am concerned here only with explanations of meaning offered in the
context of a dialectical doubt about the meaningfulness of one’s terms. It may well be that
requirements different from the one contained in the Revised Russell Principle would be apt for
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explanations of meaning offered for other purposes. For instance, if an explanatory ostensive
definition is offered with the aim of teaching the meaning of a term, then it would be proper to
demand that its definiens enable the learner to pick out the true referent of the term.
One is using a term meaningfully—one is not “parroting” it or “uttering mere noise”—if
one can provide a proper explanation of its meaning. The explanation need not supply any
straightforward criterion for determining the true referent or for fixing sense.

40. On the Revised Russell Principle, meaning and rationality are intertwined. It is not as if we
first fix meanings—that we first nail language and thought to the world—and then go on to make
claims that can be assessed for rationality. This is the picture that animates Russell’s original
principle. Here explanations of meaning have priority, and consequently, these explanations tend
to have the character of bare pointings. Not so on the Revised Principle. An explanation of
meaning itself implicates claims that can be assessed for rationality. The rationality of claims and
the explanations of meaning are interdependent; neither has priority over the other.

41. We can reject foundationalism about meaning while resisting the temptations of the idea that
meaning is use. We can insist that reference is an important dimension of meaning, that a
Russellian proposition captures an important aspect of the content of a sentence. Russell’s logical
atomism was not altogether wrong: non-logical constants do sometimes denote, and sentences
containing these constants (we can say) denote propositions built from these denotations.
Furthermore, Russellian propositions are often locally determined; vast expanses of use are
irrelevant to them. What was wrong in Russell’s atomism was its blindness to the other dimension
of meaning (namely, sense) and its conception of epistemically privileged terms.

42. The Revised Russell Principle concerns our understanding of sentences (and, by implication,
of terms). It can serve as a critical principle in all contexts in which we aim to use sentences and
terms meaningfully—“with understanding.” The demands of the Principle can be met by supplying
a properly grounded explanation for each non-logical term, and an inability to do so would be
ground for criticism.
Note that two types of conceptual criticisms are possible. An explanation of a term—say,
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the ostensive explanation of ‘David’ via “David =Df that man” in the hallucination example of
§23—can be criticized on the ground that the subject is irrational for taking it that (e.g.) a man is
present. In this type of criticism, rationality of the explanation is called into question. In the other
type of criticism, it is the truth of the explanation that is called into question. The explanation may
be criticized on the ground that, as a matter of fact, no man is present (even though the subject
may be rational in taking it that a man is present). These two kinds of criticisms, one centering on
rationality and the other on truth, are plainly possible in connection with claims. The point I am
making is that these kinds of criticisms are possible also with explanations of meaning. Rationality
and truth come apart not only with claims but also with explanations of meaning.

43. The demand imposed by the Revised Principle is directly proportional to the strength of the
modality “can” that it employs: the stricter the modality, the stronger the demand the Principle
imposes. For example, if we read ‘can’ so that access to color charts is allowed, then color terms
can readily be provided with simple ostensive explanations and these terms are safe. On the other
hand, if we read ‘can’ so strictly that not even movements of the head are allowed, then some of
the color terms could well be in jeopardy. There is a risk now that the Principle will rule that we
do not understand sentences containing some of the color terms. This feature of the Revised
Principle is not, it seems to me, a flaw. Demands for explanations of meaning are not issued in
vacuo. In certain situations, certain demands for explanations of meaning are proper; in other
situations, the very same demands may well be improper. The dialectical context determines the
propriety of the demand and, in particular, the proper strength of the modality “can” in the
Principle.

44. Let us note a few further features of the Revised Russell Principle.
(i) The Principle makes room for conceptual criticism even though, unlike the Positivist
version of the principle, it does not demand any reduction of meaning to experience.
(ii) The Principle disallows the implicit-definition gambit. If a properly grounded
explanation is not provided for a term that purports to be meaningful, grounds exist for criticism,
irrespective of whether the term is an essential constituent of a useful theory. A bit of syntactic
machinery can be useful without being meaningful.
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(iii) The Principle allows highly theoretical terms to be meaningful and, indeed, referential;
for a term with a properly grounded explanation may well denote items that are in-principle
unobservable (see §13).
(iv) The Principle is compatible with a rejection of verificationism. The Principle allows
that a claim may be meaningful, that it may denote a Russellian proposition, even though no
method exists for its verification or for its falsification (see again §13).
(v) The Revised Principle does not permit an a priori, conceptual dismissal of alchemy or
religion or metaphysics. The legitimacy of the concepts used in these enterprises depends on the
rationality of claims they make, and the latter depends, in part at least, on experience.

45. These features of the Revised Principle seem to me to be all good. Nonetheless, it would be
hasty to embrace the Principle as the touchstone for conceptual criticism. One reason for caution
is that complex issues arise in applying the Principle to sentences that contain terms known to be
vacuous. Suppose that in the hallucination example of §23, we learn that ‘David’ is a vacuous
name, but we find it useful to continue using the name in our discourse. (We may find ‘David’
useful, e.g., to report our earlier thoughts and to analyze our earlier mistakes.) Our use of ‘David’
would plainly be meaningful. But what would count as a proper explanation of its meaning? A
natural answer is that ‘David’ could be explained through definitions such as this: “David = Df the
man we thought we saw on such-and-such occasion.” The problem is that the definiens here is not
an ordinary definite description; it involves a peculiar quantification into an intentional context.
The logic, and even the legitimacy, of the construction is open to doubt. Hence, until we gain
clarity here, we should not rush to affirm the Principle.
There is another reason for caution. Plainly, concepts can be criticized on the ground that
they fail to further—or, worse, that they impede—the goals of empirical inquiry. This kind of
criticism is certainly legitimate. But the Principle neglects altogether the point of empirical inquiry.
Hence, even if the Principle is true, it does not capture the whole truth about conceptual criticism.
As far as the Revised Principle goes, I wish only to claim that it takes us a step or two in the right
direction, a direction away from the twin extremes of meaning-foundationalism and meaning-isuse.
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46. I have distinguished, following Frege, two dimensions of content: reference and sense.
Experience, I have argued, makes a critically important contribution to both dimensions. Things
present in experience help determine referents of terms, and the phenomenology of experience
helps determine senses of terms. I have not followed Frege in the details of his account of sense.
Senses, as I view them, do not belong to a timeless, third realm. In the picture I am putting
forward, there is only one world and it is populated with a diversity of items: various objects as
well as the properties and relations they instantiate. There is not a separate realm of universals,
somehow revealed to disembodied reason; nor a separate Fregean realm of senses, somehow
grasped by the understanding. Moreover, particulars as well as universals can be present in an
experience. Indeed, it is this liberal conception of experience that allows us to see experience as a
critical factor in the determination of reference. We can see the referents of singular as well as
general terms as being fixed with the aid of experience. Without a proper relationship to
experience, these terms are liable to be devoid of referents. Now, senses are not things on par
with tables, chairs, and colors. I have suggested that senses are logical constructs, built on the
relation of intentional identity. Intentional identity is indispensable to discourse; without it no
rational inquiry is possible. But this relation and our knowledge of it are highly complex. The
notion of sense serves, I have suggested, by allowing us to abstract away the complexity. Senses
do not belong to a third realm. They are, instead, tools for dealing rationally with the one complex
world we inhabit.45
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